
NEW DELHI: Indian farmers and US manufacturers of
medical devices could be among the main winners in a
trade package under negotiation, as Washington and
New Delhi look to remove long-standing irritants to
ties, sources familiar with the talks said.

Having skirmished for months over tit-for-tat tariffs
on steel and some agricultural products, the two sides
began talks in June that also cover India’s concerns over
US steel tariffs and US problems with Indian tariffs on
imported IT equipment.

“We are closely negotiating a discrete package of
trade issues. It will amount to a pretty substantive
agreement,” said a source with knowledge of the
negotiations.

Neither the office of the United States Trade
Representative or India’s trade ministry responded to a
request for comment. The source said the two sides
expected to close the deal in the next few weeks.

US President Donald Trump, who dislikes multilateral
trade agreements, said earlier this month that India had
approached the United States to “start doing a trade
deal,” without giving any details. The current discus-
sions, however, are focused on removing outstanding
sources of friction, and are not aimed at creating a bilat-
eral free trade agreement, sources from both sides said.

Having already waded into bigger fights with China
and the European Union, Trump has previously called
out India for unfair trade practices. At an estimated $126
billion, US goods and services trade with India last year
was less than a fifth of its trade with China. Unlike some
other countries India failed to be given a waiver after
the Trump administration imposed new import tariffs on
steel and aluminum imports in March. New Delhi retali-
ated by raising tariffs on a number of US products but
has held back from implementing them while it negoti-
ates a package to soothe ties. The tariffs were to go into
effect from Monday midnight but the government issued
an order saying these had been deferred until Nov. 2.

“Our relationship with the US unlike many other
nations has not deteriorated,” said an Indian govern-
ment official involved in the talks. “But if you think rela-
tions have become very friendly with a lot of bonhomie,
I don’t think that has happened either.”

Capping margins, not prices 
US companies are hungrily watching an Indian econ-

omy that is growing at more than 8 percent, as they
seek presence in a market that has potential for massive
growth. One of the most prominent trade issues to erupt
during Trump’s presidency has involved India’s treat-
ment of medical devices imported from the United
States. Last year, US exports of medical devices and
equipment to India totalled $863 million.

India last year equated high profit margins of medical
device makers with “illegal profiteering”, capping prices
for some heart stents - small wire-mesh structures used
to treat blocked arteries - and knee implants, to help
poor patients.

That measure provoked a storm of criticism from US
companies, such as Abbott Laboratories, Johnson &
Johnson (J&J) and Boston Scientific, which said such
controls hurt innovation and future investment plans. In
June, India’s federal think tank Niti Aayog invited indus-
try views on a new policy which would cap trade mar-
gins, and not prices, to help patients while allowing the
industry “reasonable profits”.

Two Indian government sources said the think tank
had recommended allowing a maximum 65 percent
trade margin-the difference between the price at which
a company sells to its stockists, after recovering its
operational expenses, and the price paid by patients.

The recommendation has still to be accepted by
Modi’s office, another source said. The new policy pro-
posal, which is favored by both J&J and Boston
Scientific according to company letters seen by Reuters,
would help manufacturers who have argued that out-
right price caps were at times below their import costs
and led to losses.

Modi’s office did not respond to a request for
comment.

Breakthrough
One of the main areas where India is likely to benefit

will be agricultural trade, with Washington expected to
grant concessions making it easier for Indian exporters
of products like rice, mangoes, table grapes and lychees

the sources said.
Currently, the United States imports just a small frac-

tion of the $5.5 billion of rice shipped annually from
India, the world’s top rice exporter. New Delhi wants to
sell basmati rice but US agencies have in the past
flagged concerns over the presence of chemical
residues in the rice.

New Delhi is also discussing how to meet stringent
US standards to sell bovine meat. India is the world’s
biggest buffalo meat exporter but has failed to make
much headway in the US market because of
Washington’s insistence that a country be free from
foot-and-mouth disease. The two sides are exploring
ways to open the US market for certain grades of bovine
meat from India, according to the Indian government
negotiator and the other sources familiar with the talks.

For its part, the United States wants to sell more
almonds to India, the world’s top buyer, cherries and
eventually dairy products. The United States has also
been urging India to lower the input costs of compo-
nents for IT that would allow US companies to manu-
facture in India as part of Modi’s flagship Make-in-India
campaign. These affect firms such as Apple Inc and
Qualcomm Inc with plans to set up operations in India.

The United States has complained that India’s tariffs
are among the highest in the world, and cover a range of
IT equipment, including circuit boards, screens and
memory chips. “In this kind of a package, everything is
interlinked even though our mutual concerns are on dif-
ferent issues,” one of the sources said.

“But we need to reach an agreement on everything
that’s on the table.” — Reuters
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India, US closing in on package 
deal to remove trade irritants

Shares hold
ground as US
and China ramp
up trade war
LONDON: Who’s afraid of the big
bad trade war? Not world stock mar-
kets, it seems. The response to US
President Donald Trump’s decision to
go ahead next week with collecting
10 percent tariffs on another $200
billion of Chinese goods, ratcheting
up to 25 percent in January, was
unusual and unexpected yesterday.

Trump’s measures initially hit US
stocks, Treasuries and the dollar while
stirring a rally in Chinese equities and
the yuan. China then retaliated just
before US markets were due to open
with $60 billion worth of tariffs of its
own but still traders barely flinched.

European stocks wobbled slightly
but Wall Street futures still pointed to
a steady start and even copper and
the Aussie dollar, which have been
highly sensitive to the trade tensions,
made good ground.

“In a way it is remarkable that the
market is holding up so well,” said
Rabobank’s Head of Macro Strategy
Elwin de Groot. “This is clearly a fur-
ther ratcheting up of the trade war
and we are now getting close to a sit-
uation where you can almost speak of
a full-fledged trade war. Clearly that
is not positive.”

One theory for the becalmed reac-
tion was that the $200 billion US
move had been largely priced in to
markets following weeks of hinting
reports and social media speculation.

Chinese shares had initially dipped as
Asia digested the details but then ral-
lied to close up 2 percent as some
locals bet on Beijing stepping up
infrastructure investment to keep the
economy humming.

Japan’s Nikkei also ended 1.4 per-
cent higher and MSCI’s 24-country
emerging market index was up for the
fourth day in the last five as 1.3 per-
cent gains in Poland and Russia
added to Asia’s rebound.

Trump’s announcement “is largely
consistent with the claims made earli-
er,” Citi analysts said in a note, esti-
mating a 33 basis point drag on
China’s economic growth from the 10
percent tariff. Taking a bigger picture
view, Dutch bank ING estimated that
2.5 percent of world trade was now
affected by the tariffs and it will be 4
percent if Trump carries out threats
to put levies on all of the US’s
Chinese imports.

“Although this percentage may
seem small, the tariffs will disrupt
Sino-American supply chains, and
may, therefore, triple the effects on
world trade,” ING also warned.

Liquidating shorts
US stock exchange futures were

all around 0.2 percent higher, with a
rise in oil prices expected to lift oil
majors and on relief that the tariffs on
Chinese goods had spared high-tech
gadgets like smart watches.

China’s promise to respond to the
moves also came as The South China
Morning Post newspaper reported
that Beijing was reviewing plans to
send a delegation headed by Vice
Premier Liu He to Washington for
trade talks. Foreign Ministry
spokesman Geng Shuang told a daily
news briefing later that the U.S. steps
had brought “new uncertainty” to talks
between the two countries. — Reuters

Talks to address New Delhi’s concerns over steel tariffs

Indian farmers and US medical device manufacturers could be the main winners in a trade package. —Reuters

EU lays out WTO 
reform ideas to 
rein in US, China
BRUSSELS: The European Commission
published its ideas yesterday for reforming
the World Trade Organization to counter
market distortions, such as in China, and to
discourage the United States from pulling out
of the body.

A day after US President Donald Trump
escalated his trade war with China by impos-
ing 10 percent tariffs on $200 billion of
Chinese imports, the European Union
unveiled how it believes market-distorting
subsidies should be tackled.

Trump said last month that he could with-
draw from the WTO, potentially undermining
one of the foundations of the modern global
economy which the United States was instru-
mental in creating.

“The world has changed, the WTO has not.
It’s high time to act to make the system able
to address challenges of today’s global econ-
omy and work for everyone again. And the
EU must take a lead role in that,” EU trade
chief Cecilia Malmstrom said in a statement.

The Commission said it wanted to update

global trade rules, strengthen the power of
the WTO to monitor trade and find a way of
overcoming the current deadlock of the WTO
dispute settlement system. Washington has
charged the WTO with losing its focus on
trade negotiations in favor of litigation and
has blocked appointments to its appeals
chamber that settles disputes. By the end of
September, the normally seven-strong cham-
ber will have only three judges, the number
required to hear each appeal.

The tough US stance has prompted a flur-
ry of diplomatic talks as WTO members try
to work out how to respond. Senior trade
officials met in Geneva in July and will recon-
vene this week, before a meeting of ministers
in Ottawa next month.

EU leaders called on the Commission in
June to produce proposals with “like-mind-
ed partners” that could improve the WTO in
crucial areas, such as subsidies, enforce-
ment and negotiations. In May French
President Emmanuel Macron proposed an
overhaul of global trading rules, urging the
EU, the United States, China and Japan to
draw up a blueprint for WTO reform by the
end of the year.

The WTO works on the basis of consensus
among its 164 members and, with vetoes for
each, every new initiative risks becoming a
bargaining chip in a bigger negotiation.

Few reform efforts have succeeded and

many are stuck, including talks on cutting
agricultural subsidies, increasing market
access, reforming rules on access to medi-
cines, improving the WTO dispute system
and liberalizing trade in services.

There are also some fundamental divides
that Trump has brought into the open, such as
the power of WTO judges, which countries
should qualify as “developing economies”
deserving special treatment, and whether
China trades fairly. — Reuters

Brazilians opt 
for budget car
bulletproofing 
as economy tanks
SAO PAULO: Brazilians are as worried as
ever about getting shot while driving, but
have less money in a stagnant economy to
spend on protecting themselves. 

Enter the second-hand bulletproof car.
Whether to provide genuinely-needed pro-
tection or just to show off, the bulletproofed
personal vehicle has usually been associated
with the rich, but in Brazil, armored cars are
far more common than in most countries.

Industry experts consider Brazil’s $245
million (one billion reais) bulletproofing
industry the largest in the world. But with an
economy only just crawling out of recession-
one percent growth in 2017 came on the
heels of a steep two year-recession-worried
drivers are searching for budget options. 

“I like cars, but I don’t feel comfortable
spending a lot of money on one,” said lawyer
Mauricio Paulo, who drives a second-hand
bulletproof Volvo XZ 60.

This is the 40-year-old Paulo’s fourth
armored vehicle. He got his first armored car
after being robbed while he stopped at a traf-
fic light. The birth of his daughter 18 months
ago convinced him he still needs to have one-
and stay frugal. “I need a bulletproof car

because of lack of safety,” he said. “I went for
a used car because I’m going to spend less
money to move around safely.”

To modify a car costs around $13,000
(53,600 reais), pretty much like buying an
additional vehicle. 

Going for an already used and already
armored vehicle gets the price tag down by
between 10 and 40 percent, according to
varying estimates from dealers and owners.

Armored vehicle capital 
Another big market, Mexico, bulletproofed

2,986 cars in 2017, one of the best years the
industry there has had.  But even in a tough

climate last year, Brazil’s armoring industry
still put out over 15,000.

Armored private vehicles are especially
common among the middle class in the eco-
nomic hub of Sao Paulo, regardless of the fact
that the mega-city is one of the safest parts in
an often extremely violent country. Almost
three quarters of bulletproofing work is done
in Sao Paulo state, and most of the country’s
150,000 armored vehicles are also in the
state, according to the bulletproofing associ-
ation Abrablin.

Neither Abrablin nor the used car sellers’
body Fenauto keeps track of second-hand
armored sales. — AFP 

BEIJING: Stock price movements on a screen at a securities company in Beijing.
Shanghai is the world’s worst-performing stock market in 2018 despite broadly
robust corporate earnings. — AFP

SAO PUALO: This photo shows a general view of a company of armored cars in Maua, Sao
Paulo, Brazil. —AFP
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